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Figure  1 - implied risk premia, core office markets 

INTRODUCTION 

The May run of the RETRI fair value model shows that, by historical 
measures, almost all the office markets analysed represented fair 
value. ie the average annual yield over a fixed 
holding period comfortably exceeds the traditional 
risk premium seen over the return on a “risk-free” 
investment. 

Outward movement in property yields continues to 
be apparent across the board. In some markets the 
decline began to slow at the start of the second 
quarter but in many others, the worst falls are yet 
to be seen. 

Declines in rental values apparent in many markets 
throughout 2008 continued to bite in 2009, with 
more falls forecast for the rest of the year.  Overall 
rental values are assumed to fall a further 10% 
during the holding period. 

Figure 1 plots the risk premia implied by an 
average yield over a five-year holding period in 
each of the core office markets shown. The long-
run average risk premium varies from market to 
market but, typically, sits in the range of 1% to 
1.5% over Government bonds. 

By this measure, all these markets appear to be 
offering fair value. But, given the significant 
proportion of underperforming loans to the sector, 
has there been a fundamental shift in the risk 
premium demanded for investment in real estate? 
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INITIAL YIELDS 

Reported initial yields have seen a wide variation in impacts over the 
last year. There have been significant rises in opportunistic locations 
such as Kiev and Sofia but the more mature, core office markets have 
suffered less. 

Figure 2 is ordered by the size of the yield increase and throws up 
some anomalies.  Generally the chart reflects the risk:return balance 
pretty well with individual differences between comparable markets 
explainable by local supply:demand imbalances. 

Belgrade and Zagreb stick out.  These are both opportunistic markets 
and should sit at the top of the chart. Belgrade has seen a reported 
rise of 100 basis points over the past year and Zagreb 150.  These 
are both relatively small markets that see few investment transactions 
and yield levels see wide reported variations between commentators. 

Other markets that appear to be suffering disproportionately include 
Paris – up 200 basis points on the year; the Spanish markets; 
Stockholm and the City of London. 

The office markets in Madrid and Barcelona are having a torrid time. 
In Madrid rents have fallen around 15% on the year and take up is 
down an eye-watering 70%.  Unsurprisingly initial yields have moved 
out by 175 basis points during the year. 

Strong economic development a few years ago saw yields drop 
significantly in Stockholm, exacerbating the current rises of around 
150 basis points.  The market will see a further 80,000 square 
metres of new construction in 2009, increasing the pressure further. 

Much the same can be said of the City of London where limited take 
up and falling rents are contributing to continued falls in capital 
values.  Here however, there are some signs that the rate of decline is 
easing. 
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Figure  2 – Falling prices, increasing yields* 
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FUTURE RENTS 

In some European office markets rents have fallen significantly, in 
others they are still increasing, in some cases reaching an historic 
peak. Patterns, however are hard to discern. Contrast the data for 
Zagreb and Belgrade. Both are relatively small, fast-growing markets 
with active development pipelines yet the data for Zagreb shows it to 
be at it’s peak rental value while Belgrade has seen a fall of around 
20% from it’s highest values. Prague data shows no declines, Warsaw 
rents are down 20% 

Some parts of the picture are clearer, however. Strong, demand-led 
markets like Hamburg and Lyon have seen no rental falls thus far in 
the cycle.  In supply constrained Milan and Geneva, rents have also 
held up so far. 

Those markets that are further advanced in the cycle have suffered 
more. The London markets have seen rents come down with a bang. 
In the City of London, the fall from peak has been around 30% with 
the West End faring not much better.  The West End saw significant 
price inflation at the peak of the market as constrained supply in core 
areas failed to keep pace with demand from, for example, hedge 
funds.  The City market is being put under further pressure by a 
development pipeline that will deliver some 300,000 square metres 
of space over the next couple of years. 

Changes in exchange rates also play a role in those markets where 
rents are routinely denominated in dollars or euros rather than their 
national currencies. This affects mainly the east European markets. 

Clearly, it is difficult to keep track of nominal rental levels in the 
absence of a critical mass of transactions in some markets.  The real 
questions here are how much further will those declining markets 
fall? And will those markets that have maintained values so far see 
declines over the next few years? 
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Figure  3 Rental declines from peak values* 
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THE MODEL 

 

Prices in the office markets of the larger economies all appear to be 
good value by historical measures.  The risk premia being shown by 
the current market are well above those seen on average throughout 
the cycle.  The one exception shown here is the Vienna market where 
an anticipated decline in rental values (they rose in 2008) keeps the 
equated yield below the historical average.  

The downturn in this cycle has been exceptional and the perception 
that much of the crisis is linked to lending on less than prime assets 
has tended to taint the prospects for lending secured by real estate. 

 

 

It could be that, in the short-term at least, risk premia need to be set 
at a higher level to account for that additional risk. 

The effect of doubling the average risk premium is shown as the red 
line in Figures 4 & 5 above. This cuts the number of markets showing 
fair value radically.  Paris, Madird, Barcelona and Amsterdam still 
offer a decent premium above even this enhanced risk threshold, 
while Hamburg, Copenhagen and Stockholm offer a small premium. 
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Figure  5 
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Figure  4 
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Yields in most developing office markets in Europe have moved out 
significantly over the past year, particularly in Kiev and St Petersburg 
offering a significant premium over average historical risk 
assessment. (see Figure 6) 

However, if the average premium is doubled, as for the other 
markets, only Prague, Warsaw and maybe Sofia just about offer fair 
value.  The St Petersburg market appears to offer fair value, but the 
market data here is flimsy at best. 

CONCLUSIONS 

In any falling market, there comes a point at which investors identify 
that the opportunity for market-beating returns in the future, 
outweigh the risks of buying into a decline in value.  This tipping 
point will come at different times for different markets 

The equated (average) yield over a notional holding period is a much 
better indicator than the initial yield in that it takes into account costs 
and changes in income.   

This analysis incorporates a projected fall in rents of a further 10% on 
average.  For some markets this may prove too conservative an 
estimate for others, particularly those markets yet to see the 
economic downturn reflected in rents, it may not be conservative 
enough. 

A doubling of the risk premium demanded across the board is a 
pretty crude imposition and, for good schemes in prime markets, it 
may prove to be too simplistic a method. However, it is striking how, 
for many markets, it seems to reflect the attitudes of funders in so 
far as that is encapsulated in market yields. 

 

 

 

It should go without saying that a prerequisite for any improvement 
is a return to normal lending market conditions, albeit with more 
stringent assessment and lower LTV ratios. 

Even in those markets reckoned to be ahead of the curve, particularly 
London, it looks unlikely that we have reached a tipping point yet. For 
some markets, particularly those that are likely to see substantial 
falls in rental values in the coming months, it may be some way away. 
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Figure  6 
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The Fair Value model 

For the UK, the RETRI fair value model assumes the purchase of 
an asset 2.5 years into a 10 year lease with a review at 5 years ie 
in 2.5 years time.   

Estimates of the relative rental change are applied at the review. 
The holding period is assumed to be 5 years and costs are 
estimated to be 5% of acquisition value to cover transacting and 
obsolescence. 

For those jurisdictions where rents are indexed, current levels are 
assumed and projected index movements applied annually. 

The model calculates an average yield per annum over the holding 
period and compares this with the yield on a “risk free” 
investment. For the UK this is a 10 year Treasury Bond, elsewhere 
in Europe it is the 10 year Deutsche Bund rate. 

The result is the risk premium implied by the initial yield and the 
projected rental path for that investment. 

 

RETRI group specialise in market and sector specific studies that 
inform investment strategies in real estate. We also undertake 
market due diligence on specific transactions or existing 
portfolios, taking an holistic view of risk at an asset level. 

For further information please contact Bob Thompson 

bt@retrigroup.com 

44 7703 234251 

* Market data sourced from CBRE & Colliers 
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